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now available in 3d.. an interesting tool for animators and designers. for those who make films or
draw and animate, topsolidanimation lets you create and animate 3d objects in a convenient way.

topsolidanimation is a fully integrated and associative cad/cam software. the topsolid design
interface provides the three basic pdm tools: a list, a property and a database. a list view of all
projects and documents opens. the documents in the list have a checkbox to the right of their

names to indicate whether the document has been shared with other users. each project can have
a set of documents, a set of dimensions, a set of drawings, a set of parts and so on. project

documents can be grouped into folders, and part documents into folders. you can have topsolid
automatically create folders for you. topsolid offers a number of features for enhanced machining

efficiency. these features include edge clipping, edge merging, trimming, inspection, and
verification. the user can also use the unbound cutting path function to create a free-form cut line.

this function enables the user to cut pieces as desired, such as a complex curve. the user can
create highly accurate models of complex parts or assemblies. this capability can be achieved by
specifying one or more surface features and then dividing those features into sub-elements. if the

user has a 3d model of a part, he or she can easily copy the part into topsolid and then make
changes to it using the project files that topsolid creates for the project. if the user works with a
sheetmetal part, the user can open the part in topsolid and then download the corresponding

parasolid file, which is then used to create the sheetmetal part.
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when you first launch topsolid, you are presented with a set of tools called the tool browser. the tool
browser displays the tools that are available in your project. you can see what tool names are
available, and then create new tools by clicking the "+" button. you can save your project to a

database of files, which is a database that stores your project information. the files include the part
files, assembly files, and template files that you have created, as well as file-specific information.

topsolid stores information about each file in its database, including the data type of the object, the
dimensions of the objects, their materials, their annotation information, and so on. topsolid does not
store project information, such as which element library you are using and the selection mode. that
information is stored in your project file. you can import a project from topsolid into a project file of
another cad program. if you make a change to a file in your project, topsolid automatically updates

the project information in your database, and the changes are reflected in the other project file.
topsolid uses a project file format that is unique to topsolid. topsolid assigns a unique project id

number to each project file. you can use the unique project id to identify the project and the project
file to identify the project. if you want to identify a project using the unique project id, you can do so

by clicking the projects tab in the project file, selecting the project you want to identify, and then
using the project id drop-down list. topsolid lets you create 3d shapessolid. this lets you create 3d

solid entities. you can model, for instance, a screw that you can rotate on a 3d solid surface. the 3d
shapes are perfect for products, such as a product tray with a rotating carousel insert. to create a

3d solid shape, you have to specify a center point and a radius. you can then create a profile
around that shape and define the profile using a radius. you can also easily create small solids,

such as a tiny 3d solid. 5ec8ef588b
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